Probing the volume changes during voltage gating of Porin 31BM channel with nonelectrolyte polymers.
To probe the volume changes of the voltage-dependent anion-selective channel (VDAC), the nonelectrolyte exclusion technique was taken because it is one of the few existing methods that may define quite accurately the rough geometry of lumen of ion channels (in membranes) for which there is no structural data.Here, we corroborate the data from our previous study [FEBS Lett. 416 (1997) 187] that the gross structural features of VDAC in its highest conductance state are asymmetric with respect to the plane of the membrane, and state that this asymmetry is not dependent on sign of voltage applied. Hence, the plasticity of VDAC does not play a role in the determination of lumen geometry at this state and the asymmetry is an internal property of the channel. We also show that the apparent diameter of the cis segment of the pore decreases slightly from 2 to 1.8 nm when the channel's conductance decreases from its high to low state. However, the trans funnel segment undergoes a more marked change in polymer accessible volume. Specifically, its larger diameter decreases from approximately 4 to 2.4 nm. Supposing the channel's total length is 4.6 nm, the apparent change in channel volume during this transition is estimated to be about 10 nm(3), i.e. about 40% of the channel's volume in the high conductance state.